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Prerequisites
General entry requirements for studies at the advanced level and specific entry
requirements:
l

l

Bachelor's Degree, at least 120 credits in Peace and Development Studies or
another relevant subject within the social sciences, the humanities or economics
English proficiency level B

Objectives
Upon completion of the course, students shall be able to:
l

l

l

critically analyze the objectives and strategies of different negotiating actors and
evaluate their role in and impact on peace negotiations and peace building,
apply their acquired theoretical knowledge and understanding of negotiation and
mediation processes to practical negotiations, and
critically discuss and analyse the research about peace negotiations and peace
building within the current debate in peace research.

Content
The course introduces students to peace processes, especially negotiations and the
implementation of peace agreements. It focuses on a variety of conflict scenarios, from
interpersonal and intergroup to (possibly internationalized) violent interstate conflicts.
This provides a more in depth understanding of how actors in different conflict situations
go about achieving their objectives through a negotiation process. Through active
practical learning exercises and negotiation simulations students also learn basic
negotiation skills as a valuable asset for the contemporary job market. Furthermore, the
course discusses the problems around peace building, in both theoretical and pratical
terms.

Type of Instruction

This provides a more in depth understanding of how actors in different conflict situations
go about achieving their objectives through a negotiation process. Through active
practical learning exercises and negotiation simulations students also learn basic
negotiation skills as a valuable asset for the contemporary job market. Furthermore, the
course discusses the problems around peace building, in both theoretical and pratical
terms.

Type of Instruction
Lectures and practical exercises.

Examination
The course is assessed with the grades A, B, C, D, E, Fx or F.
Grading is based on two written group assignments, one individual assignmnet and
individual performance in a oneweek role play.
Grade A is the highest grade and all other grades follow a falling scale in which grade E
is the lowest grade to pass the course. A grade F means that the student has failed the
course. Fx is not a grade and is only used when a student is allowed to complement
her/his examination.
Students who have failed the course (in other words, got an F) during the ordinary
course examination date will receive the opportunity to go through an additional
examination shortly after the ordinary course examination date.

Course Evaluation
Course evaluations are done through active dialogue with students during the course as
well as through a written evaluation. Hard copies of earlier evaluations are available in
the office of the teacher responsible for the area. Evaluation results are discussed with
students.

Credit Overlap
This course cannot be part of a degree in combination with another course in which the
content fully or partly correspond to the content of this course: 4FU403

Other
The course is given within the Master Programme in Peace and Development Work and
as an elective course at the advanced level.
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